The deep evolutionary roots of ‘addiction’
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ABSTRACT

Addiction is now recognized as a phenomenon with exceedingly deep evolutionary roots. Addictive plant alkaloids, as secondary metabolites, evolved primarily to counter insect herbivory. Although some views regard addiction as a human/mammal specific, cognitive phenomenon, we suggest that its roots are found in much more fundamental biological mechanisms for learning and motivation, mechanisms which are shared by taxa since the early evolution of bilateral metazoans. According to this view, addiction is fundamentally an invertebrate phenomenon and humans can be viewed as collateral damage in this coevolutionary arms race. Results from a variety of invertebrate preparations demonstrate behavioral and neural consequences of drug exposure, ranging from psychostimulant properties and sensitization, to conditioned cue learning and operant self-administration. This mini review focuses attention on our recent work in crayfish, but there is certainly evidence for the presence of addiction-like phenomena in more ancient invertebrate taxa.

Introduction

Addiction1 manifests in various ways, from compulsive drug-seeking and consumption despite adverse consequences, perceptual changes in salience and reward strength, to reduced response inhibition2,3. In much of the literature on addiction, aspects of the process are often viewed as distinctly mammalian, arising, in part, from the higher cognitive capacity of this taxon. Some phenomena may even be regarded as unique to primates, or even just humans. This supposition arises from the fact that studies are conducted almost exclusively in mammals, and evolutionary antecedents of the behavior have rarely been considered. Studies of drug reward and reinforcement in a more diverse range of organisms evidence that the emergence of such traits predates the emergence of a mammalian lineage by a wide margin4,5,6 (Figure 1). Taking a phylogenetic view of addiction is not entirely new. Starting as early as the mid-1990’s Nesse (1994) proposed that an integrative evolutionary framework might result in a more nuanced understanding of addictive processes, with implications for prevention, treatment, and policy. Emerging from a genetic level7, metazoan life exhibits exceedingly deep homologies in neural mechanisms and functioning; the former observable in neural signaling8, chemical modulation9, and receptor elements10, and the latter in shared associations of neural mechanisms and behavioral contexts11,12. Here we plumb the depths of this functional homology with evidence derived from crayfish14, which combine an experimentally tractable nervous system, sophisticated behavior,
and a demonstrated susceptibility to mammalian drugs of abuse. This system has generated insights into the full spectrum of addiction components, including the fundamental biological mechanisms of drug effects, how the seeking tendency is implemented in a 'simple' nervous system, and how motivation and reward dispositions are impacted by drugs of abuse.

The key drivers of addiction are reflected in altered (and aberrant) expressions of motivation and learning capacities which emerged early in the precambrian. In general, the evolutionary process has molded neural systems to maximize both of these for successful goal pursuit in an uncertain world. Exploration biases an individual’s behavior to increase encounters with natural rewards and is essential for survival e.g., food, water, and other resources. The primary drivers of these appetitive motivational states are mechanisms that increase the incentive salience of associated stimuli and prioritize encounters with novel stimuli. These natural tendencies are closely paralleled by the effects of psychostimulant drugs, particularly the capacity to activate the SEEKING drive, one of Panksepp's seven Primal Emotions as well as generation of rewarding signals. Invertebrate psychostimulant effects resemble those of mammals and appear to be a critical requirement for perceptions of reward in this system. All addictive drugs examined in crayfish bring about psychostimulant effects (at least at lower concentrations) as they do in mammals. This includes a wide range of substituted phenethylamines (i.e., amphetamines and cathinones, alcohol, and opioids such as morphine and heroin. Although there appear to be differences in the effects of various drugs that may impact

Figure 1. Phylogenetic Tree Showing the Divergence Time and Evolutionary Distance Between Phyla. Invertebrate taxa for which elements of addiction have been demonstrated are indicated in red (Insects: honey bee, fruit fly, ants; Crustaceans: crab, crayfish; Roundworms: Caenorhabditis elegans; Molluscs: snail; Flatworms: planaria). Modified from Hiragaki et al., 2015.
their addiction liability in mammals\textsuperscript{22} the similar locomotor activating effects of a broad range of addictive drugs in crayfish provides both a starting point for comparisons between taxa, and perhaps telling implications for how we conceptualize, research, and treat addiction.

**Intoxication, Psychostimulant Properties, and Sensitization**

The systemic administration of psychoactive substances generates disturbances in neural function and behaviors ranging from altered states for consciousness, cognition, perception, judgement, and affect. For instance, in a wide range of taxa, ethanol induces an initial period of disinhibition and psychomotor stimulation, followed by loss of motor and postural control\textsuperscript{25,26}. Crayfish are no exception. When placed in alcohol-containing water they display distinct motor deficits culminating in an inability to right themselves\textsuperscript{26}. With continued exposure, individuals develop physiological tolerance to ethanol and recover much of their motor control in time\textsuperscript{26}.

Many addictive, plant derived alkaloids are potent parasympathomimetics producing consistent psychoactive effects\textsuperscript{27}. For instance, although their specific biological targets and precise modes of action may vary, cocaine, nicotine, amphetamine, and cathinone all, directly or indirectly, stimulate monoamine neurotransmitter systems, in particular dopamine\textsuperscript{28,29}. In crayfish, cocaine elicits rapid backwards walking and a series of defensive tail flips, before individuals lose the ability to right themselves and assume a posture of rigid legs, abdomen, and claws\textsuperscript{30}. Similar locomotor depression was report during the first of several days of repeated cocaine administration\textsuperscript{31}. Subsequently, with the development of tolerance to motor impairment, the behavioral effects of cocaine turn distinctly stimulant, with increases in speed, distance traveled, and walking bouts\textsuperscript{31}. Pericardial infusions of amphetamine were excitatory over a much wider range of concentrations, with treated individuals walking along the arena’s perimeter wall showing vigorous antennal movements\textsuperscript{30}. In mammalian models of addiction, a cue paired with access to an addictive drug will acquire enhanced incentive salience\textsuperscript{32,33}, and repeated drug exposure can impair the motivational capacity to seek natural rewards such as food and sex\textsuperscript{33}. In crayfish, single doses of morphine and amphetamine induce long-term psychostimulant effects and behavioral sensitization\textsuperscript{18,31}. These effects persisted even past multiday, drugfree periods or extinction trials\textsuperscript{35}. The ability of single doses of stimulant drugs to induce long-term behavioral sensitization in crayfish demonstrates the fundamental sensitivity of neural substrates to this type of chemical insult and suggests that further study might shed light on the risk factors for an individual to enter an addictive cycle\textsuperscript{35}.

**Associative Learning**

The capacity to associate cues and consequences clearly did not arise in mammals \textit{de novo}. Rather, the neural mechanisms for detecting consistency and predicting future outcomes are very deeply rooted across broad phylogenetic divisions\textsuperscript{36,15}. Our understanding of the ability to associate paired events has been much enriched by the use of invertebrate preparations in both classical and operant conditioning scenarios\textsuperscript{37}. With an ability to learn, animals readily associate cues and linked consequences via Pavlovian conditioning, thus imbuing cues with predictive value. Outcomes with positive valence generate appetitive responses which increase preference for, and approach to, the associated cues, whereas those perceived as aversive lead to cue avoidance and withdrawal\textsuperscript{38}. The reinforcing properties of psychostimulant drugs were tested in crayfish conditioned place preference (CPP) experiments. Robust preference for the associated environment emerged when spatial conditioning paired a particular visual or tactile environment with multiday infusions of amphetamine and cocaine\textsuperscript{30}, methamphetamine\textsuperscript{39}, and opioids\textsuperscript{35}. Amphetamine elicited stronger drug-paired conditioning than did cocaine at comparable doses\textsuperscript{30}. Although multiple instances of drug-pairing were necessary to develop the full extent of substrate conditioning, even a single drug application was sufficient to enhance cue preference.

We explored the extent to which crayfish can adjust choices in a spatially explicit paradigm, where distinct tactile and visual cues are paired with either punishment (mild electric shock) or putative reward (psychostimulant). In the former scenario, crayfish quickly learned to avoid shock-paired areas, retreating to the ‘safe’ substrate until the end of the trial\textsuperscript{40}. Unconditioned responses can be explicitly excluded since yoked controls show no such substrate preference. In a reward scenario, entry into a specific substrate quadrant was paired with a drug bolus delivered either into the pericardial cavity or directly above the supraesophageal ganglion. Enhanced operant responding in this spatially contingent, self-administration paradigm indicates that the animals indeed learned the drug acquisition rule, and that the drug is perceived as rewarding\textsuperscript{41}.

**Extinction, Reinstatement, and Relapse**

The emergence and relative magnitude of psychostimulant sensitization predicts the development of conditioned cue responses, e.g., in human drug craving\textsuperscript{42}. Clinical findings demonstrate that learned associations between a drug and its paired cues are highly resistant to disruption through behavioral intervention\textsuperscript{43}. This has focused work on mechanisms underlying extinction and reconsolidation of drug-associated cues. Addiction is widely considered to be a chronic, relapsing illness in which drug-
seeking behavior can be reinstated by exposure to a priming dose of the addictive drug, cues present when the drug-associated behavior was formed, or exposure to physical or psychological stressors\textsuperscript{41}. Experimental extinction trials present the cue but withhold the accustomed reward, such that conditioned drug seeking decreases over repeated trials, in a manner which parallels (in behavioral, neural, and conceptual terms) the extinction of conditioned fear\textsuperscript{45}. An established morphine-induced CPP in crayfish was experimentally extinguished by repeated pairing of cue and saline injections. A subsequent priming dose of morphine readily reinstated the CPP in these animals following drug-free periods of up to five days\textsuperscript{46,35}, demonstrating that vulnerability to relapse is similarly unrelenting in crayfish as it is in mammals\textsuperscript{47}.

**Neural Substrates**

Our search for drug-sensitive neural substrates identified the supraesophageal ganglion, specifically the accessory lobes, as key targets for psychostimulant effects of amphetamine and cocaine\textsuperscript{18}. To explore molecular responses of this region when challenged with psychostimulant drugs, we examined accessory lobe neuropil regions for molecular activation in response to cocaine reward. Enhanced cellular expression patterns of the immediate early gene \(cFos\) point to recent neural activation. The accessory lobes of cocaine-conditioned crayfish showed considerably higher \(cFos\) expression compared to saline-conditioned controls. In cocaine treated individuals, which had been placed into novel surroundings, the magnitude of \(cFos\) expression was higher still, suggesting that the effects of cocaine were amplified in the presence of novel stimuli\textsuperscript{31}.

**Conclusions**

The parallels of mammalian and invertebrate drug-associated reward highlighted here are at the same time distinctive and somewhat surprising (absent a phylogenetic perspective). Our work on crayfish revealed a sensitivity to human drugs of abuse, and has yielded insights into a broad spectrum of addiction components. With their relatively sophisticated behavior and experimentally tractable nervous system, crayfish complement the dominant vertebrate models, effectively bridging the study of addictive drugs. Perhaps most crucially, identifying the limits of such comparison will determine whether there are, in fact, any distinctly mammalian or human facets to addiction arises from their higher cognitive capacity (e.g., exertion of self-control). There may well be additional functions emerging later in evolution that contribute to addictive phenomena unique to mammals. However, a longer history in which such an exclusive view has gradually been eroded by the identification of ‘higher’ order phenomena in ‘lower’ taxa suggests otherwise. If human susceptibility to drugs of abuse derives from shared neural mechanisms that render us vulnerable to a coevolutionary arms race between plants and insects (see\textsuperscript{27} for a detailed review), then it is indeed fitting that invertebrate models offer hope of accelerating the search for understanding and solutions to the problem of addiction in humans.
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